
Objective:  
 Facilitating more successful outcomes for students and 

involving parents in the learning process

 Communicating on a regular basis including information on 
class content, copies of assignments and test dates etc

Process:

 Staff had to identify at least 1 class (Most of my staff are now 
using this for all of their classes)

 Set up a distribution list of email addresses for the parents and 
carers of that class (Ensure privacy by using BCC for emails)



Distribution list created from MAZE (admin 
database but dropped in to excel )-ours was  
school developed



From excel, email addresses highlighted, copied 
and dropped in to bcc



Use as book mark

Use to email home



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM95H
HI4gLk

View to 6 min mark

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM95HHI4gLk


Not a flipped classroom but students can use 
Khan Academy to complement classwork and 
assessment

Not compulsory:  Some of my students are using 
Khan Academy many are not.  Only 7/29 who 
have taken on coach request regular users

Provides another opportunity to demonstrate 
understanding at a satisfactory (at standard) level

View to 11 min mark



https://www.khanacademy.org/coac
h/dashboard

https://www.khanacademy.org/coach/dashboard


• Free

• All curriculum content covered

• Search engine within Khan is excellent

• You tube clips on all concepts, can be 
paused, re-wound, sped up



 Based on US curriculum so you 
have to find some material across 
courses

 Some American Terminology eg
factoring for factorising, slope for 
gradient



 Add class

 Select mission

 Print an instruction handout OR

 Enter students email address to invite 
students-Notify parents

 Delete class



 Ribbon:  Skill Progress

 Choose  topic

 Recommend to students that need 
practice



 Ribbon: Student Progress

 Choose a student: 

 Activity from:  all time, last 30 days, last 7 
days, last 3 days, last 2 days etc

 Ribbon: Grid of what all students have 
completed



 Like the videos so you can see how the 
concepts work

 Flexible for choosing the topic you work on

 Likes having another chance to show 
understanding of concepts

 A little difficult to navigate to what section 
relate to what is being done in class

 It is better if the teacher recommends the 
sections to work on


